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By Rick Book

Red Deer College Press,Canada, Canada, 2002. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Alberta Children s Book of the Year Vicky Metcalf Short Story Award winner for
Sun Dogs It is 1965, and Eric is 16. It s a year to fix in the mind, especially when you re a boy
stretching to become an adult. You pull away from parents. You discover Louise, her stunning black
hair and eager brown eyes. Your first kiss is like falling into the House of Pleasure. The seven
interlinked stories in Necking with Louise immerse teen readers in the coming of age of a robust but
sensitive teenager. The stories chronicle his encounter with a sudden prairie blizzard, his discovery
of the heart-breaking unpredictability of first love, his role in a championship hockey game, his first
summer job, and his memories of his grandfather. But they also scratch into the rich prairie earth a
record of Eric s candid search for manhood.
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ReviewsReviews

This type of book is everything and taught me to hunting ahead of time and more. It is actually rally interesting throgh looking at time period. You can
expect to like just how the article writer write this publication.
-- Murphy Price-- Murphy Price

Definitely one of the best ebook We have possibly go through. It usually does not charge a lot of. I am just pleased to inform you that this is actually the
greatest ebook i have got study in my own lifestyle and may be he greatest publication for actually.
-- Ms. Patsy D'Amore III-- Ms. Patsy D'Amore III
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